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SUMMARY
Remarkable advances in California’s energy efficiency programs over the last decade have yielded
enormous economic and environmental benefits. Efficiency programs provided nearly $5 billion in
net benefits to customers statewide over the last decade alone.1 New programs planned over the
next three years are expected to provide even greater savings to consumers while creating more
than 15,000 skilled green jobs.2 In 2008, the pollution savings from efficiency programs (which
have accumulated since the state first began programs in earnest in the mid-1970s) totaled nearly
1,000 tons of smog-forming nitrogen-oxides3 and provided global warming pollution savings
equivalent to the emissions from approximately 3 million cars.4
California adopted a suite of smart policies over the last decade, which spurred a significant
increase in savings from efficiency programs:
 The net benefits consumers reaped from efficiency increased nearly five-fold from 1998 to
2008 (from about $185 million to almost $900 million).5
 Energy savings increased almost six-fold, from 582 GWh in 1998 to 3,414 GWh in 2008
(savings in 2008 were equivalent to the electricity consumed by approximately 460,000
households every year – or more than all the households in San Francisco and San Mateo
counties consume each year).6
 These gains were the result of a nearly five-fold increase in annual investments (from about
$210 million in 1998 to $1.04 billion in 2008).7
The programs continued to provide the cheapest, cleanest resource available to meet California’s
energy needs, costing less than 3 ¢/kWh, or less than half the California Public Utilities
Commission’s (CPUC) recent benchmark for baseload power.8 Additional programs targeted
specifically to help lower-income households improve their efficiency and lower their energy bills
reached more than 1.6 million households over the last decade, or more than 40% of all eligible
participants.9
The state’s recent success with energy efficiency (EE) programs builds on decades of progress
that helped California keep per capita electricity consumption nearly flat over the last 30 years,
while the rest of the nation increased by over 50 percent (see Figure 1). This remarkable
achievement is commonly known as the “Rosenfeld Curve,” after Dr. Arthur Rosenfeld, one of the
“fathers” of energy efficiency and recently retired member of the California Energy Commission
(CEC).10 While some of the difference between California and national per capita consumption
may be explained by factors that are independent of energy policy, such as industry composition
and average household size,11 at least one-quarter of this progress was based on the state’s
integrated effort to advance research, development and demonstration (RD&D) of more efficient
technologies and processes through the Public Interest Energy Research (PIER) program, utility
investments in efficiency programs that help consumers use those efficient technologies to lower
their utility bills, and minimum efficiency standards for buildings and appliances that lock in the
savings.12
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Figure 1: Per Capita Electricity Consumption13
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California is once again recognized as the nationwide leader on energy efficiency.14 The state
routinely ranks at the top of national assessments of energy efficiency performance; for example,
the American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE) ranked California number 1 in two
recent studies based on expert ratings and quantitative analysis of state efficiency data.15
The benefits of the state’s efficiency policies are readily apparent. They have played an important
role in making the state’s cost of electricity the fifth lowest in the country, measured as a fraction of
GDP.16 Although residential electricity rates are somewhat higher than average, consumers’
electric bills – what they really care about – are 16% below the national average.17 In addition, the
inflation-adjusted economic productivity of the state’s electricity use has improved about 50% since
1980, while the rest of the nation has improved only 15% (see Figure 2).18 In 2007, California
produced $5.4 million of GDP for every GWh of electricity consumed, while the average for the
other 49 states was only $2.7 million per GWh.19
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Figure 2: Economic Productivity of Electricity Use20
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California has made remarkable progress, but there is no time for the state to rest on its laurels.
Recent analyses show the state can capture approximately 7,000 MW and nearly 29,000 GWh of
additional efficiency savings through 2020, continuing to save energy more cheaply than it can be
produced.21 Capturing these savings is becoming even more important as the state seeks to jumpstart the economy, continue improvements in air quality, and curb global warming.
Efficiency is a proven tool to create jobs and to enable consumers to keep more money in their
pockets by paying less on their utility bills. The Air Resources Board has also recognized it as one
of the key strategies to meet the state’s AB 32 global warming pollution limit while also cutting air
pollution.22 And with Congress poised to enact a nationwide limit on global warming pollution,
California is well-served to get a head-start.
California’s efficiency success is based on an integrated effort to advance RD&D, utility
investments in efficiency programs, and minimum efficiency standards for buildings and
appliances. This report examines the status of California’s energy efficiency programs, which are
one key element of that integrated effort.

EFFICIENCY CREATES JOBS AND SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS FOR CONSUMERS
California’s investments in energy efficiency provide enormous benefits, which are magnified as
households reinvest their savings into the state’s economy. A recent U.C. Berkeley analysis of the
state’s overall energy efficiency efforts (including codes and standards) found that California’s
energy efficiency investments from 1972 to 2006 provided a cumulative total of about $56 billion in
savings and created about 1.5 million full-time equivalent jobs with a payroll of $45 billion.23 For
every new job foregone in the fossil fuel sectors from investments in efficiency, more than 50 new
jobs are created across the economy.24
Efficiency programs alone have provided customers nearly $5 billion in net benefits over just the
last decade. In other words, the combined investor-owned utility (IOU) and publicly-owned utility
(POU) programs saved nearly $5 billion (from avoided generation, natural gas, transmission and
distribution) above and beyond what they cost. The net benefits to customers increased nearly
five-fold in the last decade, as illustrated in Figure 3.25 The IOUs’ new programs planned for the
next three years, guided by the CPUC’s “California Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan,”
are expected to provide even more savings to consumers while creating more than 15,000 skilled
green jobs.26
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Figure 3: Net Benefits from Utility Efficiency Programs27
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Note: Comprehensive data on POU efficiency savings is only available beginning in 2006; however, many
POUs have offered programs for decades. IOU net benefits include savings from both electricity and natural
gas efficiency programs; however, most POUs only provide electricity service. IOUs provide approximately
28
75% of the state’s electricity and POUs provide approximately 25%.

Efficiency programs provide such large benefits to consumers because energy efficiency is the
cheapest resource available to meet utility customers’ energy service needs. Over the last 3
years, the programs continued to provide savings for less than 3 ¢/kWh.29 This price is less than
half the cost of the baseload power it replaces (based on the CPUC’s recent estimate of more than
8 ¢/kWh for baseload energy fueled by natural gas).30

EFFICIENCY HELPS MAKE ENERGY AFFORDABLE FOR LOW-INCOME CONSUMERS
Energy efficiency is a critical tool to help make the energy services that we all rely upon, such as
heating, lighting, and cooking, more affordable for lower-income families. Utilities around the state
have programs geared specifically to the needs of low-income households, supplementing the
approximately $89 million in annual federal Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program
weatherization and bill payment assistance administered by the California Department of
Community Services and Development.31 The IOUs’ programs provide free energy efficiency
upgrades, such as weatherization and efficient refrigerators to qualifying households, who save on
average more than $400 during the life of the efficiency upgrades.32 Qualification is based on
income; for example, a four-person household with annual income less than $43,200 can
participate in these programs.33 The CPUC has authorized the IOUs to invest nearly $880 million
from 2009-2011 to improve energy efficiency in low-income households alone.34 Over the last
decade, their programs served about 1.6 million low-income households, or about 42% of all
eligible participants.35
Utilities also offer various bill payment assistance programs to lower-income households. For
example, the CPUC approved a $2.6 billion budget for the IOUs’ bill payment assistance program
for 2009-2011.36 The low-income efficiency programs provide the dual benefit of immediately
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lowering participating customers’ bills and reducing the amount other utility customers spend to
fund the bill payment assistance programs. These programs all recognize that consumers care
more about affordable energy bills than the rate they pay for each kWh or therm of energy. Energy
efficiency continues to be the most powerful way to make energy bills more affordable for lowincome families.

EFFICIENCY CUTS AIR POLLUTION AND GLOBAL WARMING POLLUTION
Efficiency programs also provide significant environmental benefits, including cleaner air and less
global warming pollution. These benefits are critical as California seeks to cure its air pollution
problem, being home to 9 of the 10 smoggiest counties in the United States, and to lead the way to
curb global warming.37
The pollution savings from efficiency have grown over time since the state first began efficiency
programs in the mid-1970s; in 2008, the air pollution reductions totaled nearly 1,000 tons of smogforming nitrogen-oxides (equivalent to the pollution from over 200,000 cars),38 which provide
valuable health benefits in the form of avoided lung disease, respiratory hospital admissions, and
emergency room visits.39
The Air Resources Board has also recognized efficiency as one of the key strategies to meet the
state’s AB 32 global warming pollution limit.40 By 2008, the cumulative annual savings from
California's energy efficiency programs alone since 1978 was in the range of 10 to 15 million metric
tons of CO2 equivalent (MMTCO2e) per year.41 (This is equivalent to the global warming pollution
from approximately 2 to 3 million cars.42) In other words, without these energy efficiency programs,
California's greenhouse gas emissions would have been 10 to 15 MMTCO2e higher in 2008 than
they actually were.43 The Air Resources Board is expecting to get an additional approximately 16
MMTCO2e of savings from energy efficiency (both programs and building and appliance efficiency
standards) by 2020.44 These efficiency savings provide by far the cheapest significant greenhouse
gas reductions in the utility sectors.45

THE RIGHT POLICIES ARE ESSENTIAL FOR SUCCESS
California’s experience with energy efficiency is a textbook example of how important the right
policies are for progress. Figure 4 shows California’s experience: when policies align utility
incentives and customer interests, savings rise. When these policies are removed, savings drop.
By the early 1990s, California had adopted a package of policies to encourage energy efficiency
and savings began to rise; however, the state soon changed course dramatically, adopting its nowinfamous deregulation law in 1996.46 As it became clear the state was going to deregulate and
eliminate most of the policies encouraging efficiency, savings dropped sharply. During the ensuing
electricity crisis of 2000 and 2001, an emergency conservation and efficiency effort yielded
impressive results, thanks in large part to the infrastructure of contractors and program
implementers built over the prior decade.
In the aftermath of the crisis, the state began reassembling the policies necessary to support
energy efficiency. The state made energy efficiency the top priority resource and reintegrated it
into the IOUs’ resource procurement, set aggressive energy and demand saving targets, broke the
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link between the IOUs’ recovery of authorized fixed costs and the volume of energy they sell to
remove powerful disincentives (also known as “decoupling” policies), and created a performancebased incentive to reward excellent performance and penalize poor performance.
Step by step, the state adopted this suite of policies and energy efficiency flourished again. The
results are impressive. In 2008, the IOUs’ energy savings were more than five times greater than
a decade ago and far surpassed even the levels achieved from the historic effort during the
electricity crisis. Three years ago, California began to implement similar policies for the POUs for
the first time.47 Many POUs have offered efficiency programs for decades, but the new policies
have had an immediate impact; in just three years, POUs more than doubled their reported energy
savings.
Figure 4: Annual Electricity Savings From California Utility Efficiency Programs48
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Note: Comprehensive data on POU efficiency savings is only available beginning in 2006; however, many
POUs have offered programs for decades. IOUs provide approximately 75% of the state’s electricity and POUs
49
provide approximately 25%.

The savings from the utilities’ efficiency efforts are magnified well beyond the direct savings
presented in Figure 4 as a result of their leadership. The programs help transform markets to
make efficiency the norm rather than the exception and provide large “spillover” benefits. For
example, by helping make efficient products more prominent in stores, many people buy the
efficient products without directly participating in utility programs. In addition, the utilities play a
critical role in readying the market and making the case for ever tighter state and national efficiency
standards, providing greatly magnified savings around the country. To provide just a few recent
examples, California utilities played a key role in: (i) path-breaking national lighting efficiency
standards adopted by Congress in December 2007 that will cut electricity needs for the nation’s
four billion screw-in lightbulb sockets by more than 60 percent by 2020; (ii) April 2008 upgrades to
California’s building efficiency standards that will yield more than 500 MW of cost-effective savings
by 2013;50 and (iii) the first-ever efficiency standards for digital televisions California adopted in
November 2009, which will cut consumption 30 to 50 percent from 2007 levels and will save
California almost $1 billion per year on electric bills.
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Moreover, California’s efficiency programs and standards have been the model for policies
adopted by other countries such as China and Russia, further multiplying the savings. The
efficiency programs’ success can also create even more opportunities for advancements in the
future. As the programs help today’s state-of-the-art measures achieve strong market shares, they
encourage manufacturers and designers to introduce next-generation products and services with
even higher levels of efficiency.

SMART POLICIES DRIVE AGGRESSIVE PROGRAMS
Policies that properly align incentives drive utilities to implement aggressive efficiency programs.
The legislature and CPUC have adopted the policies necessary to spur aggressive efficiency
programs for the IOUs (as noted in Table 1, below). The result is that they now have truly
aggressive programs based on industry-standard efficiency metrics, with annual electric savings
exceeding 1% of sales and electric efficiency investments exceeding 2% of revenues.
California’s policies to encourage the POUs to capture all cost-effective efficiency savings are at an
earlier stage of development, as indicated in Table 1. As a result of recent policy enhancements,
the POUs have made significant progress towards achieving aggressive programs, reporting more
than doubled annual savings as a percent of sales, in aggregate, over the past three years.
However, to be considered truly aggressive, additional policies are still needed and the POUs in
aggregate must increase their savings approximately 60% (which they aimed to do last year, but
results are not in yet).51 There are significant differences among the POUs, however, and each
individual POU’s situation depends on numerous factors including its size, customer profiles,
climate, and local economy.52
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Figure 5: Annual Electric Savings as Percent of Sales53
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Table 1: Status of Key Energy Efficiency Policies for California Utilities
KEY EFFICIENCY
POLICIES

IOU

POU

EE as top priority

Yes, SB 1037 (Kehoe, 2005)

Yes, SB 1037 (Kehoe, 2005)

Aggressive targets

Yes, CPUC proceeding in
2010 to update targets
through 2020

AB 2021 (Levine, 2006) requires POUs
to set targets, CEC process in 2010 to
evaluate updated POU targets

Recovery of fixed costs
55
decoupled from sales

Yes

No

Cost recovery for program
expenses

Yes

Yes

Performance-incentives

Yes, CPUC proceeding
underway to improve and
extend

N/A

Integration of EE into
57
resource procurement

Yes

Only for few POUs

Evaluation, measurement
& verification of results

Yes, CPUC proceeding
underway to improve

AB 2021 (Levine, 2006) requires, but
improvement needed for most POUs

Comprehensive program
58
portfolio

Yes

Needs improvement for many POUs

Low-income efficiency
programs

Yes

Yes

56
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EFFICIENCY INVESTMENTS YIELD SAVINGS FOR CONSUMERS
California’s efficiency programs have continued to provide more than $2 in benefits for every $1
invested.59 The more aggressive the programs are, the more benefits consumers reap.
California’s energy efficiency investments have increased from just over $200 million per year a
decade ago to about $1 billion per year. A recent analysis by Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory found that by 2008, the state’s efficiency programs comprised one-third of nation-wide
investments in efficiency (even though California has less than one-eighth of the nation’s
population).60
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Figure 7: California Utility Investments in Energy Efficiency
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Note: Comprehensive data on POU efficiency investments is only available beginning in 2006; however, many
POUs have offered programs for decades. POUs have not yet reported their planned investments for 20102012. IOU investments include both electricity and natural gas efficiency programs, however, most POUs only
provide electricity service and programs. IOUs provide approximately 75% of the state’s electricity and POUs
62
provide approximately 25%.

These investments yielded enormous savings and enabled the state to become a leader on
efficiency. The state’s electric demand savings and natural gas savings (see Figures 8 and 9) also
increased in recent years alongside the electric energy savings illustrated in Figure 4.
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SUSTAINING CALIFORNIA’S LEADERSHIP
California has made enormous progress over the last decade, but more work remains to sustain
the state’s leadership. Recent analyses show the state can capture thousands of additional
megawatts of efficiency savings through 2020 as the cheapest resource available. The CPUC,
CEC, and governing boards of the POUs must continue to adopt and improve upon the policies
necessary to enable the IOUs and POUs to take advantage of all cost-effective savings.
In particular, the CPUC should continue to update the California Long Term Energy Efficiency
Strategic Plan, as its focus on transforming markets to provide efficient products is critical to
sustain savings over the long-term. The Strategic Plan establishes a vision with concrete actions
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for how the state can continue to achieve savings on the scale that is needed to meet AB 32’s
objectives. In addition, the CPUC should:
 establish aggressive new energy saving targets for the IOUs through 2020,
 improve and extend the performance-based risk/reward incentive mechanism to align
customer and shareholder interests in maximizing cost-effective efficiency savings, and
 improve the process for evaluating program accomplishments.66
The POUs and CEC should continue working together through the CEC’s new working group
process to expand the POUs’ efficiency programs.67 The POUs, with the CEC’s help, should:
 set aggressive new long-term saving targets to capture all cost-effective savings,
 integrate efficiency into their resource procurement to ensure POUs invest in all energy
savings that are cheaper than generation alternatives, and
 establish independent evaluation of every POU’s program accomplishments.
The POUs and IOUs should continue their efforts to engage stakeholders and improve efficiency
program offerings to ensure their portfolios are as comprehensive as possible. In particular,
program design should increasingly focus on attaining significant efficiency savings at each
existing and new building. This is recognized in the CPUC’s discussion of whole house
performance programs for the 2010-2012 program cycle and in a new law directing the CEC to
pursue a statewide retrofit program.68 In addition, programs targeted specifically to help lowincome households should continue to try to reach every qualifying household.
Research and development of new efficient technologies through the CEC’s Public Interest Energy
Research (PIER) program should continue to help ensure that these efficiency programs can
capture new energy saving opportunities, even as old ones are exhausted. And the utilities’
improved efficiency programs should, in turn, help lay the foundation for the CEC and federal
government to further tighten building and appliance efficiency standards.
Thanks to remarkable advances in the state’s energy efficiency policies and programs over the last
decade, California has re-established itself as a leader in energy efficiency and the state has
reaped enormous economic and environmental benefits. Continuing to improve upon and expand
the state’s energy efficiency programs will help create jobs, lower utility bills and jump-start the
economy, while at the same time continuing to improve air quality and curb global warming.
1
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Integrating energy efficiency into utility resource procurement involves two primary components: (i) accounting for
energy efficiency savings as a resource in conducting long-term planning and procurement, and (ii) investing in
efficiency by redirecting procurement investments from more costly generation to cheaper efficiency opportunities,
above and beyond the minimum public goods charge required by law to capture all cost-effective savings. The ten-year
energy efficiency saving targets the POUs adopt pursuant to AB 2021 are the first step to integrating efficiency into
long-term resource planning and procurement.
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to assist with increased code compliance.
 Partnerships with local governments and higher education institutions, including retrofits, benchmarking and
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 Workforce, Education, & Training programs to provide integrated workforce training programs and needs
assessments.
 Marketing, Education, & Outreach including statewide marketing (e.g., general market, multi-lingual, and rural
education), local targeted marketing, integrated program outreach, development of a central web portal, and school
education programs.
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multi family), and specialized programs (e.g., entertainment centers).
 Pilot programs, to continue to explore new programs and technologies to expand the scope and comprehensiveness
of the portfolio.
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